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Sophomore Connie Prear casts her vote at the Allyn Hall polling station on Monday, the first Jay ol[Student
Government elections. Other students voted in the University Center. Results will be announced Thursday.

Poll workers tell of
confused voters
By AARON HARRIS
Staff Writer
Election workers ai Sludcnl Government election polls in Allyn Hall and the
University Center described voter turnout
Monday and Tuesday as being light to moderate.
Election worker Zac Dean said many ol
the voters appeared to be uninformed. "Some
people know who they want to vote lor. but
others ask us who the candidates are and
what they stand for," said Dean.
Along with candidates for SG president,
vice president and college representatives,
voters faced a referendum on an amendment
to the Student Constitution requiring the

University Division representative beelected
at the same time as other representatives.
Currently the University Division representative is elected in the fall.
Jennifer Meyer, also an election worker,
said most voters had questions about the
referendum.
"Most of them don't know what it is and
they have to ask us." said Meyer.
At both election sites, a paraphrased version of the amendment was available for
voters to read.
Students expressed concern at the lack
of information about the elections.
"I didn't find out about the election until
Monday, and I'm not going to vote because
l really don't know about the candidates or
the issues." said freshman Rick Martinez.
"If I would have known of the election
earlier. I would have had time to make a
decision."
Freshman Jason Sanders was bothered

by what he called the "lack of publicity."
"1 never found out why the last election
was canceled, and I didn t hear too much
about this one," said Sanders.
Sophomore Tiffany Sumuel agrees.
"They need to publicize the elections a little
more, especially the referendums. 1 had no
idea what this one was about." she said.
Most election advertising consisted of
flyers posted by the Student Elections Commission and by the candidates themselves.
Before polls opened on Monday, both
presidential tickets faced SEC reprimands
for campaign violations.
Scan Vitale and Melanie Shobe were
cited for starting their campaign early. Toby
Pinkerton and Ben Keller were cited lor
hanging an unauthorized banner on the
Founders' Quadrangle.
Polls close today at 4 p.m. Election
results will be released b\ the SEC Thursday.
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October Daze moved back one week
President Flack promises to increase
student-centeredness in future
By A N T H O N Y SHOK.MAKKR
Staff W r i t e r
October D a / e . an annual Wright
State tradition, will he postponed
to accommodate the combined celebration of the 30th anniversary of
W S U ' s founding and the inauguration of WSU President Harley
Flack.
Flack made the decision to
move the Daze from Oct. 7 to Oct.
14 during a meeting with student
leaders May 3.
Traditionally held the first Friday of October, the on-campus

D a / e helps student organizations
raise money and students socialize.
Inaugural week and 30th anniversary events arc scheduled to run
from Oct. 5-8. T h e week includes a
reception, brunch, alumni cocktail
dinner, ecumenical service and a
concert by President Flack's distant cousin, singer Roberta Flack
President Flack's inauguration
ceremony is scheduled for 2 p.m.
on CX t. 7. the original October Daze
date.
Student Government President
Dav id Kirkhart agreed to move the

D a / o alter ihe meeting with Flack,
incoming Intcr-ClubCouneil president N
>" West and I'niversitv

Center B o a r d ' s new president.
Dave Linnean. But Kirkhart said
he feels WSU'sadminisiration paid
little concern to student tradition
when scheduling inaugural festivities.
i don't care that Dr. Flack is a
new president. I don't care that his
inauguration happens to fall on that

day. students are getting screwed
over."' Kirkhart said. "Switch the
inauguration: don't switch the tradition."
Acting Vice Presiden' for Student Affairs Joanne Risacher said.
"Student traditions are important
and should be continued." Risacher
earlier expressed hope the Daze
could be incorporated into inauguration week.
According to Linnean. Flack
plans to promote October Daze in
his inaugural literature, make a
personal appearance at the Daze
and attempt to secure increased
funding for student organizations
through corporate donors.
Kirkhart said Flack may seek
up to S13.CKK) in funds for the orga-

nizations. "He (Flack) felt badly
about it ( m o v i n g the D a z e ) , "
Kirkhart said.
Inauguration steering committee co-chair Sue Seitz believes the
inauguration will be a great event.
" I ' m very excited about it." Seitz
said. "I hope all students will participate."
Kirkhart said Flack promised
to pay particular attention to student events as his administration
evolves.
"Hopefully we're going to geta
commitment from the administration that the Daze will be left alone
from this point." said Kirkhart.
Dim Hockensmith
to this article.

contributed

Campus Crime Report
FLEEING F R O M POLICE
April 23: A Kettering man
was cited lor riding a
motorcycle under the
inlluence. driving with a
suspended license, fleeing
and carrying a concealed
weapon. WSU police began
pursuit on Zink Road and
preceded to chase the
subject to Dorothy Lane off
of Interstate 675. The rider
nearly hit several people
while fleeing. After police
escorted him to Kettering
Memorial Hospital the rider
was sent to the Greene
County Jail.

worth $85 from 116 Russ
Engineering Center.
April 26: Staff member
Rosina Arnold reported
the theft of a Technique
CD player and a Yamaha
Amplifier worth §450 from
a cabinet in 259M
Creative Arts Center.
April 27: Andrea Wilson,
Greenfield, reported her
purse containing about S100
cash was stolen from the
second floor of the Dunbar
Library as she was making
copies. Credit cards in the
purse were later used.

THEFT

MENACING

April 19: Staff member
Cecilia Caudill reported the
theft of an annual parking
pass from her car on
University Boulevard

April 27: A Springwood Lane
man reported being menaced
by two men as he was trying to
drive on Springwood Lane by
Laurel Hall.

April 21: Jennifer Wilson.
Fairborn. reported the theft
of her purse and contents

April 28: A Springwood Lane
man reported he was menaced
by his roommate and friends.

E S T A T E

CAMPUS
CRIME
REPORT
who played a radio extremely
loud alter he requested they
turn it down.
CRIM INAL D A M A G I N G
April 21: Courtney Henderson.
Beavercreek, reported a
scratch along the right side of
his car parked in the School of
Medicine lot.
April 24: The grill from a heating
unit on the first floor of The
Village was broken. There are
two suspects.
DISORDERLY C O N D U C T

April 27: A Village
resident, reported being
sprayed with water as he
walked toward Cedar
Hall. There is one
suspect.
A Fairbornresident.
reported two suspects
made racial remarks to
him on Springwood Lane
near Laurel Hall.

DISORDERLY C O N D U C T BY
INTOXICATION
April 28: A WSU police officer
reported a man urinating on the
sidewalk near Forest Lane. A
suspect was transported to ihe
Fairborn City Jail.
RECEIVING STOLEN
PROPERTY
April 26: A stolen parking pass
was recovered from a ca' after
a Parking Services worker
noticed it while writing citations.
The vehicle was towed, and the
permit placed as evidence.

TELEPHONE
HARASSMENT
April 20: A Pine Hall woman
reported receiving obscene
messages on her
answering machine.
AUTOMOBILE
ACCIDENTS
April 19: Nadeem
Beediwala, Beavercreek,
struck a vehicle driven by
Stephen Shellhaas,
Ansonia, while backing out
in Lot 11.
An driverless vehicle owned
by Steve Sudlow, Forest
Lane, struck a parked
vehicle in the Forest Lane
lot. Both cars were slightly
damaged.
April 20: Kimberley
McDaniel, Hawthorn Hall,
backed her car into a
wooden pole on
Springwood Lane lot. The
car's passenger-side front
fender received damage.

Meetings & Events
T H U R S D A Y , MAY 5
1

WSU Theater: Company.
Festival Playhouse. 8 p.m.
Runs through May 22. For
tickets call 873-2500.
1
Seminar on physiology and
biophysics: "Learning and
Memory in Octopus
Vulgaris." with Dr. J. David
Robertson of Duke
University; 035 Medical
Sciences. 12:30 p.m.
1
Seminar: "Getting Your Foot
in the Door," sponsored by

the Wright State chapter of
Public Relations Students
Society of America; 155 A-C
University Center, 9:30 and
11:00 a.m. All students invited:
for information contact Michael
Beard at 873-3504.
FRIDAY, MAY 6
• May Daze, under the water
tower. 10 a.m.
1
Seminar on physiology and
biophysics: "Hairs Down: The
Intelligent Octopus Vulgaris."

M O N D A Y , MAY 9

with Dr. J. David Robertson of
Duke University; 035 Medical
Sciences, 10 a.m.
Seminar on microbiology and
immunology: "Cellular
Mechanisms of Skin Graft
Rejection," with Dr. Barbara
Hull, WSU Biological Sciences:
230 Millett, 10:30 a.m.

• Tournament: "Magic: The
Gathering," sponsored by the
WSU Adventurers' Guild and
The Bookery Fantasy and
Comics. Nutter Center McLin
Gym. 10 a.m. Contact Mike
Draack at 773-3151 or Scott
Cozzolino at 222-6817.
• Professional Staff Advisory
Council; Harbage Room,
Dunbar Library; 3 p.m.
• Writing Center Workshop:
gran mar review. 11 a.m.

Register: 873-4186.
T U E S D A Y , MAY 10
Writing Center Workshop:
punctuation review. 1 p.m.
Register: 873-4186.
Lesbian-gay-bisexual support
group forming. Second floor,
Frederick A. White Health
Center counseling center.
Tuesdays from 4 p.m. to
5:30 p.m. Call Kelly Ducheny
at 873-3407 to set up an
interview.
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Campaign violations
swirl around elections

ing something chalked on a chalkboard. to me. is not really campaigning." said Vitalc.
Vitale charged his opponents
Even before Student Government election polls opened Mon- with posting unapproved material
day, political partisans accused and copyright infringement.
A banner hung by candidates
each others' sides of wrongdoing.
Eventually, the Student Elec- Toby Pinkcrton and Ben Keller on
Ally
n Hall facing the Quad was not
tions Commission disciplined both
presidential tickets for breaking approved for this quarter as per
SEiC regulaSEC rules.
lions.
It
began
•
Vitale exApril 27. A letter
pressed conto The Guardian
cern about the
accused Sean
banner's use of
Vitalc
and
the cartoon
Melanie Shobe
characters
of violating the
Calvin
and
campaign startHobbes. Vitale
ing time.
said he felt
The letter,
WSU might be
authored by junsued over the
ior AngieNorris.
use of the charstates, "I found
acters' images.
out Scan and
Student
Melanie went
Elections
around Sunday
••
Commissioner
(April 24) night — — —
Tresa Barlage
to write their
felt the use of the characters was
messages on the chalkboards."
Norris wrote Vitale and Shobe not an issue.
"We never made a stand on the
made campaign pitches to fraternicopyright infringement." said
ties and sororities that night.
SEC regulations set the starting Barlage.
Keller, who made the banner,
point for campaigning at 8 a.m. on
said. "1 never had any intention of
April 25.
taking
money from Bill Wattcrson
Vitale denied he and Shobe canvassed any greek group April 24; (creator of Calvin and Hol>bes)."
Vitale also charged Keller
he said they merely sought information for their platform. Vitale played a part in writing the letter to
feels he was within the rules by The Guardian.
Keller admits he knew of the
putting messages on chalkboards.
"Well, having flyers and hav- letter's content before it was sub-

w:

By B'LL SHEA
Staff Writer

"S

ince it was
the same
banner we used last
time, we kinda figured, you know,
why would it have
changed and not be
OK to use?"
—Toby Pinkerton

T cii hav
ng fly
ers and having
something
chalked on a
chalkboard, to me,
is not really campaigning."
—Sean Vitale
milted but denies writing it.
"Sean (Vitale) thought because
I talked to her (Norris) about the
forum (debate on April 25) therefore I contributed and I was a ghost
writer of the article and I don't, so
I disagree." said Keller.
Barlage held a meeting with the
candidates on April 28 to resolve
the problems.
"We sort of went into the meeting agreeing to disagree." said
Pinkcrton.
As a result of the meeting, both
tickets were issued verbal and written warnings.
Both presidential candidates
said they left the SEC meeting unsatisfied.
"The student election commissioners were rather disingenuous
with their decision," Vitale said.
"I think a lot of it is people
being unsure about exactly what
the rules are," said Pinkerton. "I
don't think much was really resolved."

Black Student Union seeks
serious leadership candidates
arc willing to work to support the
By RONDA YOUNG
organization."
Special Writer
Between 30 and 50 students
Black Student Union, which currently arc active in BSU.
BSU adviser Jeff King said he
represents the 6.2 percent black
student population at Wright State would like to see a change lor the
and serves as a conduit tor all black better in the attitudes of cabinet
students, will hold new officcrelcc- members.
King said BSU's cabinet usutions in mid-May.
One-year terms for president, ally consists of "one or two dedivice president, secretary and trea- cated officers and the rest a sad
surer are included in the voting. indifference.
"African-American students
BSU also seeks students to fill cabihave such a resource in the BSU if
net positions.
BSU President Gamal Brown they would only give it proper resaid, "BSU is looking for dedi- spect and honor the association by
cated and committed members, not making a solemn commitment
only forspeetfie pesUiens.-but who - when-elected as an officer. King

said. "I have worked with some
quality, dedicated students for
which! have treasured my association. 1 hope the candidates running
for office will take more seriously
the positions for which they arc
running."
BSU candidates must have at
least a 2.0 grade point average and
have been a WSU student at least
one quarter prior to taking office.
King also requires individuals
who can take responsibility and be
proactive.
"Commit to your position, and
balance work and class respectively. Don't let excuses take over
BSU cabinet." King said.
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"Specializing

/ ne uuaratan

• Buy • Sell • Trade
HOUSE 866-1964

In Iguanas'

• Boas
• Iguanas
• Wafer Dragons • Birds
• Pythons • Monitors • Supplies & Accessories
We. take orders for any exotic reptiles or mammals
9 3 6 Watertourer L a n e , W n l C a r r o l K o n
ofT a t . R t . 7 2 3 ( B e t w e e n t h e W a t e r t o w e r k H.D. Bu!Tet|
I 1 / 2 mi. West ot Dayton Mall

A BETTER RESUME
As a former Personnel Manager, I'll write a resume
that will get you attention, respect, and the job you want!
I will also recommend the best way to market your
skills, talents, strengths, abilities and qualifications,
A
and how to n e a o t i a t ^ h ^ e s ^ a l a r Y ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
/ VStudent Discount
Bring in this ad
™
LASER PRINTING • ONE DAY SERVICE
MILITARY CONVERSIONS • SENIOR CITIZENS • EXECUTIVES
STUDENTS • HANDICAPPED PERSONS • ALL TRADES » PROFESSIONS

409 RED HAW ROAD

Z78-3242

Need Extra Cash?
N e w Donors
Earn up to $50 1st Week
R e t u r n Donors
Earn $160 or more per month
Couples Earn
Earn $320 or more per month
Cash and prize Givaways

Plasma Alliance, Inc.
People Helping People"
165 E. Helena St.

Open 7 Days a Week
Mon-Thurs 7:00-9:30 Friday 7:00-9:00
Sat & Sun 8:00-5:00
Call for ID info
224-1973

RTA
Bus 22
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school year ami monthly during Ihc summer, ll is
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advertising copy in accordance with any present or
future advertising acceptance niles established hy The
Guardian
All contents contained herein arc the express property of The Guardian Copyright privileges revert to
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after publication.
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iministration pushes
student tradition aside for inauguration

By Greg Billing
Editor in Chief
Wright State's administration
showed how student oriented it really
is on May 3, pushing aside a student
tradition to make room for President
Harley Flack's inauguration.
October Daze, an event primarily
for students, was shoved back a week
to accommodate both Rack and WSU's
30th anniversary celebration.
I find it difficult to believe Flack
would allow the Daze to be moved.

especially after a meeting earlier this
year with him and several other student
organization leaders.
In that meeting, I heard Flack say
faculty events and meetings wouldn't
supersede student events and meetings
if student events were planned in advance. The concern arose in regards to
reserving space in the new Student
Union, but I would hope Rack would
follow that policy all over campus and
not in just one building.
I guess the students should have
asked how far in advance reservations

should be made because October Daze,
planned years in advance, wasn't safe
from the administration.
Rack, attempting to make up for
slighting the students, said he plans to
promote October Daze in his inaugural
literature, make a personal appearance
at the Daze and attempt to obtain increased funding from corporate donors
for student organizations.
My question is, if he and Wright
State are truly student oriented,
shouldn't they already have been doing this?

There's plenty to do at 'Daze' end
ties from occurring, but to stop problems before they get out of hand.
If you are wondering "what else is
there to do?" the following eyents
Each spring and fall quarter "block
have been planned for the evening
parties" dominate off-campus weekafter the Daze:
end activities.
A pig roast sponsored by Marriott,
Attendance at these parties has
Student Government, Peer-to-Peer
grown substantially in the past few
and the Off-campus Advisory Board
years.
will be held at the Hamilton Hall
The large number of students,
beach volleyball court.
combined with alcohol and noise in
The cost is 55.95 per person.
this relatively small area have caused
A free dance with a live band
various problems.
(Afroplane) sponsored by WWSU,
After May Daze last spring, sevThe Guardian, Bolinga Center and
eral serious incidents erupted from
Black Student Services will be in the
these large social gatherings.
Nutter Center's McLin Gym.
Last fall, on Off-campus AdviThere is a free shuttle service.
sory Board (OCAB) was formed to
An after-Daze Party, sponsored
begin discussion of these incidents
by the H/C/H Community Governas well
ment, offers bands, food, prizes and
as other
'mocktails'in the Woods lower parkf o o t ing lot (The Pit).
facing
he large number of students, patrols If you are interested in being instudents
volved with the planning of events,
a n d
living
marked or if you have questions relating to
o f f •
noise in this relatively small area u n i t s any off-campus issue, we would like
campus.
1 o o k - to hear from you.
T h e have caused various problems.
A student organization is currently
i n g
OCAB
s p e - being formed to deal with these and
is comother off-campus issues.
posed of representatives from the stu- cifically for DUI's.
If you would like to get involved
Also, undercover officers in the
dent body. Residence Services, Fairborn Police Department, property unmarked vehicles will be in the im- with these events or want more information, please contact Gary Dickstein
owners/maragers. Public Safety and mediate area.
Their intent is not to prevent par- at 873-4172.
Student Activities.

By SCOTT MARKLAND
Off Campus Advisory Board

The committee recognizes the
need for students living off-campus
to have social events outdoors during the warm months of the year.
However, students should be
aware of the laws concerning large
social gatherings.
These include:
•Drinking and driving under the
influence
•Violations of the municipal keg
law "providing alcohol to persons
under 21"
•Open containers
•Disturbing the peace (fighting and
excessive noise)
•Vandalism
•Public indecency
The police department has informed us it will be using uniformed
offic-
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Letters to the Editor

Writer not impressed witi. 3G candidate
According to the April 27 issue of
The Guardian, one candidate's platform stands for "representation,"
"leadership," "accountability,"
"commitment," "service," "information," "approachability" and other
ideals.
An informal interview (precipitated by presidential candidate bashing at ICC meeting) revealed during
this candidate's three years at Wright
State, he has only represented one
student organization (the College Republicans and only last four months).
The candidate indicated involvement with one food and water drive,
but offered no other incidents of service (humanitarian or student oriented).
The candidate showed only minimal knowledge of Tom Wilson
(Marriott's Director of Food Service)
or Bob Kretzer (Director of Parking
Services). Two of the biggest issues

(parking and food), but no knowledge of people in charge of them? If
he's not informed, what can he tell
us?
He violated Student Organization

I

Is this approachable? And then
asked in a threatening manner if the
writer "knew what he'd do (to him) if
(they) were off campus"? Threats
from a candidate? Yes. there were

t appears all political parties have both good and bad
points. However, some candidate's bad points outweigh the good... concluding the candidate is not appropriate for the job...
and Leadership Development's
"posting policy" in eight instances
by posting over other ads or by ad
duplications (in one instance five of
the same ads were on the same board).
Is this accountability?
When asked May 2 what he had to
say about this, the candidate appeared
argumentative, and told this writer to
"get out of (his) face."

with minimal information, involvement or interest in what goes on here
and suddenly he wants us all to jump
on his bandwagon and support him
because he comes up with a poor
imitation of a celebrated "Top Ten"
list? Help elect him to "sfte what he'll
do" for SG? No experiments, please!
Show us you 're faithful at the small
before you ask to be ruler of all!
It appears all political parties have
both good and bad points. However,
some candidate' s bad pointsoutweigh
the good sufficiently concluding the
candidate is not appropriate for the
job is inevitable. Sean's words and
actions tend to make him one of the
latter. If he doesn't obey the little
rules, what proof do we have he'll
obey the bigger ones either?

witnesses.
The candidate is Sean Vitale, and
it is a concern anyone on campus
would support an extremists attitude.
Threatening people is no way to win
an election.
Vitale's platform is pure rhetoric.
His record shows no "commitment" J. P. BROOKE
to WSU's students, or to the issues of Chemistry
interest to them. Three years at WSU, Senior

Campus expresses concern over Scott firing

Due to the amount of letters concerning the firing of biology professor Dan Scott, The Guardian, after
this issue, will no longer be printing
letters on this subject. Additionally,
The Guardian does not wish to perpetuate a theological debate in the
Op-Ed pages. The following condensed letters are a representation
of the attitudes expressed over the
past few weeks:
I have a great love of the sciences, and
the faculty and staffof the Biology department at Wright State have nurtured, encouraged and disciplined that love and...
I know any decision made by that department was made after careful consideration and much input from faculty.
It's my understanding freshman biology is not presented for the tree discussion of opinions about religion ... The
science courses, especially first year, are
designed to teach people how to think
independently and empirically.
CHRISTINE ARNOLD

Ifthe April 27 letter writers were really
Every day I arrive at WSU I enter the
grounds from Col. Glenn, a sign at the in the pursuit of science, they would not
entrance promotes WSU and in the right- exclude any possibilities. In fact, Professor Seiger makes the statement, "Stu"Wright State University celebrates hand comer is the word "diverse."
After the firing of Dan Scott and the dents should learn that the universecan be
diversity." This is the opening line of the
letters I have read from Mr. Seiger and confronted and understood, that ideas and
diversity statement of the university.
By theremovalof Dr. Scott does this Mr. Lawrence in the April 27 issue of The authority should be questioned, that an
somehow celebrate diversity? "The uni- Guardian, I'm beginning to believe the open mind is a good thing."
Itsecms Professor Seigerdoesn'twant
versity defends academic freedom as im- sign should be changed ...
It is sad the very people crying for us to keep an open mind, butratherto purge
portant ...," this from the mission stateto open our mind have such closed minds any ideas contradictory to his own from
ment of the university.
the university. The very exclusion of
themselves.
Where is Dr. Scon's defense?
these views could be construed as taking
It would appear that having a personal TODDGASHO
areligiousstance, that of atheism
opinion at Wright State, where diversity
U niversities are places of learning and
(Dan Scott) wasasked aquestion about
is "celebrated," is not and will not be
his beliefs on evolution verses creation, I believe we should not simply eliminate
tolerated.
I feel Dr. Scon and the students have and he told the class the truth by answer- ideas unpopular with a certain group.
If the practice ofinclusion is tempered
been given the short end of the stick with ing the question. The teacher did not bring
hisremoval.If thisremovalis creating a up the topic out-of-the-blue, but was withreason,the students' education will
be enriched by it. Professor Seiger and
"sense of community" and "respect for merely answering a question.
Alsohedidnotstate creation wasafact Mr. Lawrence should take acloser look to
therightsand opinions of others," I think
we had better change the definitions of or it isright,he stated his answer as, "I make sure they are not trying to impose
community andrespectbefore we respect believe..." I feel he shouldn't have been their ideason others, lest they befired,too.
fired for answering a question.
too many others.
CHRISTOPHER M. THOMAS
ELIZABETH A. COPFER
CRAIG SCHROLUCKE
Freshman
Sophomore
Psychology

Department of Anatomy
Graduate Student
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Universities copy WSU surplus sales program
By SCOTT BKC KKRMAN
Staff Writer
What to do with that old desk?
Wright State does a few things
with surplus equipment tohelpsave
taxpayers money. What's more,
other schools arc copying the program.
WSU Excess and Surplus Property Management inOSOAIlyn Hall
lets students, university depart
ments and members of the general
public buy typewriters, light bulbs
and other objects ordered or used
by WSU.
ESPM Manager Marvin
Manker says the program has set a
standard.
"Our program's very unique for
universities." Manker said. "The
key is. how we operate is what
makes our program successful."
Manker said at many universi-

ties. sales from surplus go into a
general fund.
"What makes our program
unique is that we act as a broker for
departments and we take a percentage of sales, and that's based on
how much the item is worth.
Manker said.
Manker said percentages range
from zero to 25 percent; most sales
earn ESPM around 15 percent.
"The payoff for that is that'san
incentive for you to get rid of items
instead of storing them." Manker
said.
"When a piece of equipment
comes to us. we look at it. *nd
evaluate it to what it is." Manker
said. "For many of the items, the
first 30days it's in stock is for (sale
to) departments only.
"It could be furniture, vehicles,
computers, all kinds of stuff. The
main thing we do is we evaluate

this equipment and se il it can lie
maintained at low cost."
Manker said items
airplanes
and houses have bee
>ugh
ESPM. As long a'
essentially university >
it
can be sold.

INVESTIGATING"

A SPECIAL SERIES

JuanitaWehrle-Einhorn. director of WSU's affirmative action
programs, says she's one ol
ESPM's best customers.
"We have been incredibly
pleased with the stuff we have received from ESPM." she said.
Wehrle-Einhorn said when she
started working at WSU her ollice

COMPLIMENTARY PASSES TO

had little furniture or supplies. That
changed after somebody told her
about ESPM.
"There was no furniture except
for one chair when I came into the
office. I got my desk and the desk
for my secretary through ESPM."
she said.
"Almost all of our furniture has
come through ESPM. We got our
supplies from KSPM. Pencils. Pens.
Most of our stuff is from (them)."
she added.
Wehrle-Einhorn said she is
pleased with the surplus sales arrangement.
"It's just a wonderful service."
she said. "The quality of the stull
we've been getting is very good."
Manker said WSU's solution
todusty shelves full of old junk has
garnered the interest of several institutions of higher learning.
"We're copied now by a lot of

universities." Manker said. "Iowa
State. Emory. Around this state.
therc'sCuyahogaCommunity College. and Case Western Reserve.
The programs arc called ESPM
there."
Manker said originally a presentation was made about the service. and a film made from that
presentation was distributed across
the country. Universities soon
started inquiring about the service.
"Our future plan is to get on the
Internet." Manker said. "And to go
on-line.
"To me. it would be idealistic
for all state universities to get on
and to get what we all have in
excess." she said.
This is the first installment of a
series on WSU waste. Readers who
know of waste may tallThe Guardian at <S'7.f-55.?5 with their stories.

Upcoming

Wellness
Events
sponsored by Peer To Peer

Meetings
Peer To Meetings ore held every Wednesday, 5:00 pm. in 068 Allyn
Peer
Hall (Wellness Resource Center!

You know the music, but only half the story.

WITH THIS A n:

Bring this ad t o The Guardian and
receive your complimentary pass for 2
to t h e preview screening.

(while supplies last)

"A THRILLING SPECTACLE
THAT ROCKS THE HOUSE!
BACKBMT' CATCHES THE BEATLES IN THE ACT OF DISCOVERING THEMSELVES.
IAN HART IS A KNOCKOUT AS THE ABRASIVEU FUNKY JOHN LENNON.
«

Free Screenings
Free DENTAL SCREENING
In 0 6 8 Allyn Hall on May 4 . from 11:00 am - 1:00 pr
Open to all students.

Wellness Fair/Health Screening
In the Upper Hearth lounge on May 5. from 11:00 a
2:00 pm. Held in connection w i t h Aids Awareness w
Co-sponsored by the WSU-MVH Nursing Students.

Free SKIN SCREENING
In 0 6 8 Allyn Hall on May 11, from 1:00 - 4:00 pm.

Free FOOT SCREENING
In 0 6 8 Allyn Hall on May 2 0 . from 9:00 - 11:00 am.

THE MUSIC IS DEFIANT, RAUCOUS, EROTIC AND EXPERIMENTAL?
Peto Tra.ert. ROLLING STONE

-

D A A D (Raider Alcohol and Other Drug Awareness! Meetings held
every Thursday. 10.00 am. in 122 Allyn Hall. Open to all
students. Call 873-3510 for information

AWARENESS WEEKS
AIDS AWARENESS WEEK is May 2-6. Look for special
activities throughout the campus. Call 873-3479 for
more information.
MAY DAZE is Friday, May 6. Lot k for the PEER TO PEER
and RAAP tables for fun and excitement.

fRQM THE PRODUCERS Of Til C*1I* M * - C0*S 1HE STOUT THAT KXXED IK *0«ia
S H E R Y L LEE

STEPHEN DORFF

I A N HART

BLOOD DRIVE
You know t h e music, b u t only half t h e story.

The preview
screening will
be held
Wednesday,
May 4, 1994
at the Loews
Beaver Valley
Cinemas
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The Guardian is located in the new Student Union, room T-186-J

The Blood Drive will be held May 25 in the Dance Studio
(located in the New Student Union) from 1 1 : 0 0 a m 4:00pm. For an appointment sign up in 067 Allyn Hall
or call 873-2552. There will be some spaces available for

welcome you to attend our meetings
and even become a member. Stop by
068 Allyn Hair or call 873-3479 lor

Wedrwsciav Mav 4

Alternative
culture
takes on
the
mainstream
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By KIMBERLY A. BIRD
Staff Writer

W

hat is Generation X?
Where do they get those
90210 scripts from any

Twentysomethings. GcnXers — whatever the moniker, the bulk of what has been
dubbed alternative society stems from people
born between the Beatles' first performance
on US television and the Bradys' last bow.
But what exactly is alternative"?
Just a classification
WSU studentshavediffering views about
what "alternati veness" is. but most agree it is
a classification society uses to market and
label many twentysomethings.
Eli Hurwitz. an English and education
major, feels labels are negative things, but
describes the initial idea of the alternative
scene as a bunch of people who were trying
to be themselves.
"Because 'themselves' wasdiffercnt from
the norm, they were labeled alternative."
Hurwitz said. "Then it became popular because these people were having so much fun
doing the things they liked.
"Now it's popular to be alternative —
making alternative the norm."
Other students pointed out the clothing
and music industry has invaded the alternative as a marketing ploy.
Alternative to what?
Junior Susan Weisman feels the entire
alternative mode is now nonexistent.
"It's all been marketed; there's no underground," Weisman said. "Raves arc posted
at the market for anyone to go. You used to
have to know someone.
"Doc Martens are for sale at Parisian
right next to Ralph Lauren. Purple hair big deal — you can buy it at KMart. It no
longer reflects what you think, but it's a
style."
Freshman Kim Kirby agreed with

pholo illustrations by Scott Cozzolino

Weisman. saying she thinks
what formerly was alternative is now common. Kirby
^
said she used to listen to alsT""
tentative music because it
was new and she had never
been exposed to it before.
"Before I used to dress
kinda alternative. Now I dress comfortable."
she said. "There's nothing alternative anymore."
Other students who enjoy alternative
music said there's something deeper than
just the jamming tunes produced by popular
bands.
Shanna Ramsey, a sophomore English
education major, said a friend introduced
her to alternative music in eighth grade, but
it wasn't until she entered college that the
alternative scene really came to light for her.
"Clothes used to make a statement, but
now some of the most close minded people

twentysomething group, and
despite the over popularity of
the trend, there are groups of
people who maintain original
ideas.
To Dan Bennett, junior
economics major, there is no
alternative lifestyle—instead,
there arc people who do their own thing.
"I just think some people are a little bit
different. If we were all the same we'd be
clones, we'd be bored. There'd be no individuality." Bennett said.
Instead. Bennett thinks alternative is a
state of mind.
"It's the views I have and the views I
share with people that make me different."
Bennett said. "And if that makes me alternative. then I am. It's not anything on the
exterior — it's on the inside.
Agreeing with the idea that there are
some smaller alternative groups still around.
Hurwitz mentioned a variety ol people
clumped into the alternative label, like hippies and skaters.
"They dress the same and look the same
because it's comfortable." Hurwitz said.
"Alternative now is more a clothing style or
music style."
Hurwitz concluded by explaining that
people have been wearing thrift storeclothes
since thrift stores were invented. The trend
may have picked up. but it's nothing new.
according to Hurwitz.
He maintains people cluster based on
their interests and many of these groups
have been labeled alternative. The larger
label "alternative" may dissipate, but it's
likely these smaller interest groups will always be around.

iiuple hair — big deal — you
can buy it at KMart."
—Susan Weisman
are wearing alternative clothes." she said. "I
sec alternative fading because it is a trend,
but hopefully alternative thinkers will always be around."
Posers abound
Hurwitz agreed many people who appear to be alternative are actually impostors.
He feels many alternative dressers are just as
narrow-minded as they were before they
dropped the pegged jeans for bell-bottoms.
"They are not standing up for what they
think or feel." he said. "That's wrong, because people who arc trying to fit in should
stop trying and just lie themselves.
"If you want to grow up and be a stockbroker. then do it. I'm tired of the classifications. Classifications suck."
Just a stage *
Other WSU students don't buy into the
alternative scene at all. Some people are
convinced the alternative crowd separates
itself not to express individuality, but to gain
attention and rebel. Lin Slutz. a senior engineering major, feels being alternative is simply a stage.
"They're just trying to be exactly opposite of what thev think their parents stand
for." Slutz said.
Still yet, other students said there is sor <ething of an alternative stream within the

I
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Student employee's initiative leads to
campus, state awards
By KAVITA HATWALKAK
Staff Writer
Tim Cartwright said he never
thought he'd win the WSU Student
Employee of the Year award, let
alone the state prize.
Supervisors nominated 39
Wright Slate students forthe award.
Bill Shepard. associate director of
the University Center and
Cartwright's supervisor, had numerous praises for Cartwright.
former UC and Student Union
building manager for four years.
"Tim has rewritten my expectations. as a supervisor, for reliability of a student employee."
Shepard said.
Canwright's actual duties covered nearly every area, from public
relations to physical labor, and he
worked hard in "presenting a good
example to anyone who comes to
the UC." Shepard added.
More specifically, Cartwright
managed building operations on
evenings and weekends, served as
liaison between SU patrons and

staff, ensured building security and
safety along with Public Safely and
made room arrangements for meet ings and conferences.
Besides these duties. Cartwright
also performed an overabundance
of extra work. Me look the responsibility of taking inventory of fixtures and equipment in the former
PE Building and helped ascertain
which articles should be sold or
salvaged, saving the university
about $20,000.
"Initiative is one ofTim'ssirong
suits," Shepard commented.
Cartwright presented a session
at the Region 7 conference of the
Association of College Union-International last fall on "Cultivating
Leadership Among Student Employees." Asaresult of hissession's
popularity. Cartwright began a
building manager ambassador program. This program gave WSU
building managers a chance to tour
facilities in several other schools in
Ohio, and most recently students
from Wittenberg University in
Springfield visited campus to meet

' H P mi has rewritten 1
JL my expectations,
as a supervisor, for
reliability of a student
employee."
—Hill Shepard
with the staff and share ideas.
Cartwright was awarded an
engraved plaque and a $ 100 scholarship. There will be a formal presentation of the award May 25. The
WSU Awards Committee, consisting of Joyce Carter, director of
Human Resources; Joyce Corban.
assistant dean of the College of
Science and Mathematics; and Jim
Dock, director of Alumni Relations, chose Cartwright Studenl
Employee of the Year.
Cartwright graduated in March
with a bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering. He is currently seeking employment in his
field.

photo by Scott Cozzolmo

WSU's Awards Committee selected Tim Cartwright Student
Employee of the Year for his service a s University Center
and Student Union building manager. Cartwright graduated
with a bachelor's d e g r e e in mechanical engineering in
March. He worked four y e a r s in the UC.
viduals who do not show appropriate identification will not be permit ted to purchase or consume beer
at May Daze.
The kegs will flow 11 a.m. to
3:30 p.m.
To curb potential parking problems (or maybe create a few), traffic monitors will be stationed at the
main entrance to campus to help
the flow of vehicles.
Mosi parking permit holders
should be able to park in their regular areas, but C permit spaces will
be limited in ihc Lot 7 area. Addilional parking will be available in
Lot 4.
May Daze will only be canceled in case of severe weather.
Coordinators will make the decision by 8 a.m. Friday morning.
In conjunction with the Off
tion will be charged $2 to enter the Campus Advisory Board. Student
Government
and Peer to Peer, DinDaze.
Wright Stale clubs, organiza- ing Services will sponsor a pig
tions and special interest groups roast and barbecue near the
will operate about 50 booths and Hamilton Hall volleyball court
University Center Board will bring immediately following the Daze
in three bands lor the festivities. activities.
Afro-Plane will cap off the
The reggae beal of Skanktow n returns to campus along with Loco, evening with an appearance ai ihe
purveyors of classic rock, and ihe Nutter Center's McLin Gym 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m. The Atlanta natives devocal stylings of 4th Avenue.
And now for the beer. Daze scribe
their
sound
as
goers must present proper identifi- psychadialectichypnofunk — encation ai the gate to buy beer. lndi- twining the old and the new.

returns to UJSU
like clockwork
W

Afro-Plane glides into the Nutter Center's McLin Gym May
5 from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. for after-Daze entertainment.

ith rumors hinting at an
dcohol-free October Daz.e
this fall, the WSU community
may experience the end of a tradition May 5.
The annual May Daze celebration runs 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.. featuring food. beer, bands, beer, booths
and beer. Wright Slate students,
staff and faculty w ill be admitted
lo the event free of charge.
A WSU pholo IDor validation
card is required for free admission;
anyone wiihoul WSU idcntifica-
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Logic flaws and slow pacing ruin No Escape
FILM
NO ESCAPE
* •
The mixing of genres in Hollywood film
has become so pervasive the combination of
iwo old ideas into one new film is often
heralded as a novel concept. However, that
probably won't be the case with No Escape.
which not only melds two unoriginal ideas
together — the prison-escape and jungleadventure movies — it wraps a futuristicsetting around them for good measure.
Unfortunately, it measures up to be less
than the sum of its parts.
In 2022. the prison system is run by a
private corporation that secretly sentences
its most hardened criminals to a desert island
which is basically a cross between Alcatra/
and Gilligan's Island. When ex-Marine John
Robbins (Ray Liotta) winds up there for
shooting his commanding officer, he finds
himself stuck in an escalating war betw een
the Outsiders, a large tribe of savages in
Road Warrior outfits, and the Insiders, a
small peaceful commune group.
Director Martin Campbell docs a relatively good job with the visuals and action
scenes, but there's no real spark of inspiration or even pressing drama here; Campbell
slows the pace much too often for much too
long — the time between actual events often

if
Patrick Dempsey, Brendan Fraser, Moira Kelly and Josh Hamilton (left to right) celebrate their graduation from
Harvard in With Honors. See page 10 for Anthony Shoemaker's review.
in its sociological allegory it forgets to be or break the laws of political correctness, the
seems interminable.
students will make your life hell. Just ask
There arc also some serious logic flaws any fun to watch. (Robert Meeker)
Tom Lawrence (Chris Young).
that occasionally border on laughable. For
He comes to PCU to decide whether he
instance, how did the Outsiders get all that
PCU • • •
leather they wear? And hey. where did that
Port Chester University (PCU) is a "po- wants to spend four years of his life there. He
laser gun come from? (Even Gilligan didn't litically correct" university that has every meets Droz. a seven year undergraduate
have this much stuff.)
protest group imaginable. From animal rights played hilariously by Jeremy Pivin (JudgThe film's one true reward comes in activists to feminists, from Republicans to ment Night), the leader of a group of deadbeats who live in "The Pit." an old frat house
watching Liotta play action hero with his hippies, they all can be found at PCU.
see "rev iews"
trademark sociopathic sneer. Other than that.
At PCU you have to be careful — if you
continued on page 10
No Escape simply becomes so wrapped up say the wrong thi ng, oppose the wrong cause

The dictionary has at
least three definitions for
"value." So do we.
...I.,t.

WSSBWISS^
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internal JlppleCD^Jflflr Plus CD-lia M
Drier. A/fif Keyboard II ami motor.

Only $1,771.00.

:• i ivmrBoor 1458 4/80.

Only $1,264.00.

Maantosi Quathi' 610 ,V230. mfc

mk-njal Ap/bOP1300i CD-ROM Dritr. ApphT Color
Plus 14" Diftay, AffleExtautal Ke\inardtt and mouse

Only $2354.00.

Giving people more value for their money has made Macintosh* the best-selling per- your budget. Meaning you get it all.ftiwetQuality. And affordability. So, if that
sonal computer on campuses and across the country for
sounds like a value to you, see below for where you
Affordable computers from Apple.
the past two years" And that's a trend that is likely to
— — — — — — — can purchase a Macintosh today
.
. ^
continue. Because there are Macintosh and PowerBook' models available within
at special student prices. And leave your dictionary at home. A D D l C ™

For all of your computer needs visit
Computing Services, 025 Library Annex or call 873-4827.
Or call Apple Computer directly at

i-800-8774433, ext 704
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"reviews"
continurd from page V

site of Revenue of the Nerds. Be
forewarned — this film is very
short, one hour and sixteen minutes. That's a fast S6.25. (Anthony
Shoemaker)

thai has turned into a pigpen. The
Pit people are in a war against
political correctness.
WITH HONORS
PCU is not classic filmmaking
Joe Pesci revives himself after
but it isentertaining. It is a must see a string of fair films with this true
for coil< ^e students because of the story about a group of Harvard
university humor it contains. In students who take care of a homecomparing PCU to another film, it less man.
can be best described as the oppoMonty, played by Brendan

Fraser (Endno Man), is working (Josh Hamilton, Moira Kelly and ors cute and sentimental. His endon his thesis when a power failure Patrick Dempsey) grow closer to ing is a terrible disappointment,
strikes his dorm. In desperation he Simon. Simon then teaches them but in a true life story I don't suppose he can change it (tell that to
attempts to salvage pages he had the true meaning of life, living.
WithHonorshan innocent film Hoffti director Danny DeVito).
printed, but a homeless man living
With Honors can'l make its
in the library's boiler room ends up set around simple characters the
"<lience can relate to, whether it's mind up whether it wants to be a
with the thesis.
i Dempsey). a DJ who keeps comedy, drama or tearjerker, but it
Enter Simon Wilder (Pesci). I
n in his room, or Monty, a comes off as a normal, sentimental
exchange for various services t.
nd who only cares about movie audiences will enjoy but
bath, meals, shelter) Simon agrees
probably not remember. (Anthony
rig "with honors."
to return the thesis, a page at a time.
.dor Alex Keshishian Shoemaker)
Through the course of these
events Monty and his roommates (Truth or Dure) keeps With Hon-

MUSIC

Two e s s e n t i a l
i n g r e d i e n t <s
for a perfect
date:
A d a t e a n d this.

CHAINSAVV KITTENS —
POP HEIRESS • • •
If '70s glam rock and everything pretentious about '80s music
mated. Chainsaw Kittens would be
the offspring. New York Dolls. T.
Rex. Aerosmith. the Cult and an
overdose of tabloid news must lie
the dietary staple of Tyson Meade
and the Chainsaw kids.
I'd like to twist Freud and Jung
together and draw a connection
between "Chainsaw Kittens" and a
subconscious fear of the vagina as
"the teeth mother" (cf. Robert Bly).
portrayed as such in much African
ceremonial art. but I'm afraid this
doesn't go that deep.
Maybe we're all media junkies,
obese on imagesofCharlton Heston
walking the sand toward the Statue
of Liberty — or am 1 thinking of
The Ten Commandments'? But
while all over America disgruntled
Taco Bell employees are toting
assault weapons for one last visit
with their co-workers and boss,
can't we just be Zen Kitties?
POST-DIATRIBE: Pop Heiress was produced by John Agnello
(Dinosaur Jr. Screaming Trees);
keyboards by Gere' Fcnel I ie (Redd
Kross).
Chainsaw Kittens appear at
Canal St. Tavern May 11. (JSA)
TEXAS — RICKS ROAD

VISA

It's e v e r ynV v / ^ i e r 0
you w a t to be.

©

VIM

U S A. Inc 1<W*

Ricks Road is the third album
from Glasgow, Ireland's Texas,
formed by Johnny McElhone in
1986. Produced by Paul Fox
(10.000 Maniacs, the Wallflowers), Ricks Road is an amalgam of
American roots music.
Folk. R&B. blues, country: it's
all here. The guitar riffs of Ally
McEriainc and the melodic vocals
of Sharleen Spiteri slither soulfully
through the songs, especially "So
Called Friend," "Fade Away."
"Winter's End" and "Tired of Being Alone." Sister Rose Stone (of
Sly and the Family Stone) sings
cameo on nearly half the songs.
Highly recommended (especially if Lone Justice. Maria
McKec. Meat Puppets. Cowboy
Junkies, Janice Joplin, John Lee
Hooker and Texas Slim mean anything to you). Superb. So rooty I
feel like a tree. (JSA)
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Raiders shut! ' records
The Scores
FROM LAST WEEK
Baseball
Cincinnati 7. WSU 6
Xavier 8, WSU 4
Softball
Eastern Illinois 8, WSU 5
Eastern Illinois 12, WSU 2
Valparaiso 4, WSU 0
Valparaiso 3, WSU 0
Men's Tennis
Wittenberg 6, WSU 1
Women's Tennis
WSU finished fifth out of six
teams at the Mid-Continent
Championship

The Sports
Calendar
Wednesday, May 4
Baseball at E. Kentucky
at 3 p.m.
Thursday, May 5
Softball at Detroit Mercy
(doubleheader) at 3:30 p.m.
Baseball hosts Cincinnati
at 3 p.m.

By NICK MAPLES
StafT Writer
The record books were being
rewritten as the Wright State
women's tennis team battled in the
Mid-Continent Conference Championships.
Unfortunately, it wasn't a conference title being penciled in as
the Raiders went in seeded sixth
and finished a respectable fifth.
The Huskies from Northern Illinois left Valparaiso. Ind.. as the
Mid-Con Champions.
The championships began April
30 and ran through May 2. but it
was early-round disappointment for
the Raiders.
The first match of the tournament proved to be a heartbrcaker
and only setback for WSU Head
Coach Charlie Painter's squad, losing to Wisconsin-Green Bay. 5-2.
All the matches were close, but
the Raiders couldn't put out the
Phoenix fire and could only muster
up wins by Dianna Marshall at first
singlesand Rhonda Rains at fourth
singles.
With the loss. WSU was put in
the backdraw bracket, held May 1 2.
There, the Raiders played quite
well, defeating Youngstown State
(5-2). Wisconsin-Milwaukee (5-1)
and Western Illinois (5-2).
In her match against Juli
Vanderwall of Wisconsin-Mil waukee. Marshall made a remarkable
comeback legends arc made of.
Marshall, selected All-Conference for the second consecutive
season, was down 4-1 in the second set after losing the first. 7-6(73).

Friday, May 6
Golf at the Spartan Invitational
at Michigan State (tournament
runs through Sunday, May 8)
Saturday, May 7
Men's tennis at Cedarville
Baseball at Illinois-Chicago
(doubleheader) at 1 p.m.
Softball host the Wright State
Invitational at Delco Park
Sunday, May 1
Baseball at Illinois-Chicago at
1 p.m.
Softball hosts the Wright State
Invitational at Delco Park
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For the second consecutive year, WSU's Dianna Marshall was selected All-Conference.
With a nevcr-say-die attitude,
mixed with a little determination,
Marshall stormed back to win five
straight games to win the second
set. then went on to win the third
and deciding set. 7-5.
"A lot of people would have
given up in that situation." said
Painter, "hut Dianna has always
been a fighter."
Freshman Rhonda Rains went
undefeated at the Mid-Con, winning four matches at singles and
one at doubles.
With the wins at singles. Rains

improved her record to 23-7, shattering the single season wins record
of 20. previously held by former
WSU All-American Karen Cooke.
WSU's Beth Starrctt finished
her season with a record of 22-6.
eclipsing Cooke's 20 wins, but falling one win short of Rains.
The Raiders made history as a
team, breaking the team single season wins record of 13 as WSU
finished the season with a mark of
18-10.
"Wedid an outstanding job this
year." said Painter, who is 56-39 in

five years as WSU's head coach. "I
think the freshmen grew up and
, Dianna adjusted well ai first
singles."
With the early success of the
freshmen, plus some exceptional
recruits. Painter believes the Raiders well be ready to rewrite the
record books again as they head
into the Midwestern Collegiate
Conference.
"We should be real strong next
year." Painter said. "I think we'll
be in a position to compete for the
top of the conference."

Painter makes his mark
It seems wherever Charlie
Painter goes, success is not too far
behind.
The WSU women's tennis
coach is a proven winner, one just
has to look in the record books to
see the truth.
Painter. 56-39 as head coach of
the Raiders, moved past Sharon
Paul, whom he replaced, as the alltime winningest women's tennis
coach at WSU.
photo courtesy ol sports information
"In order to get the record, you
Charlie Painter
have to have had longevity and

V

success." said Painter, who's in his
fifth season with the Raiders.
Before becoming the women's
tennis coach. Painter coached at
Carroll High School where he had
a record of 149-68.
Painter then moved on to
Franklin High School, a definite
challenge since the Wildcats never
had a winning record in their 26
years.
In his first season with Franklin.
Painter led the Wildcats lo a 13-8
mark, their first and last winning

season.
"I enjoy the competition."
he said. "The change in the
programs is gratifying."
Being a coach at the collegiate level has taught Painter a
valuable lesson.
"I think you have to be more
patient." he said.
Painter is currently at
Fairmont High School where
he teaches mathematics, compute science, chemistry and
physics.
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Holderman shifts his gears to auto racing
B> B i l l SHKA
Staff \V r i l e r
In the past. Andy Holdcmian
would bring the Nutter Center
crowd to its feet.
In the future. Holderman would
like to bring fans at motor speedways to their feet.
The former W S U men's basketball 3-point specialist has moved
f r o m the h a r d w o o d to the
speedway's of auto racing.
" I hope to keep moving up,
maybe one day to N A S C A R . " said
Holderman.
Not t o t a l l y g i v i n g up his
roundball career, he hopes to coach
basketball during the winter offseason.

Since he was 16. the former
W S U guard has raced stock cars, in
one form or another.
Holderman said he began his
racing career with a street stock car
— a regular car o f f the street with
the windows removed and a roll
cage installed.
He did this until moving up to
the next level o f racing at age 18.
At that point. Holderman raced
a more modified version of the
street stock called a late model
stock. Again, he raced this version
o f car for two years.
After he turned 20. Holderman
began racing a U M P modififsd —
the vehicle he still races today.
This is an open wheeled, no-fender
style of stock car.

He and his crew have already
won two races this year. The most
recent victory i
it l-Jdora
Speedway, a >
near
Rossburg. Ohio.
Holderman. 22
he
has won nearly 3(1.
c he
began driving stock cat
The car he is racing now is
owned by his father. Jerry. Although the team has had many sponsors. the Auto Value parts distribution company is this year's primary sponsor.
As a Raider. Holderman holds
the school record for three pointers. having made 197. He came to
W S U in 1990 as a preseason prep
All-American from Manchester
High School.

photo by Bill McCuddy
Andy Holderman

WSU clawed by Bearcats
Back-to-back losses have Raiders
on sour end of a losing streak
Coach Ron Nischwit/. " W e thought we had
the game won. but the wind just carried their

By SHELLEY GARWOOD
Associate Writer
The winning streak was finally halted as
the WSU men's baseball learn fell to the
Cincinnati Bearcats on April 26.
The Raiders were leading up until the
ninth inning, with home runs by third
baseman Kris Jarosz. shortstop Tom Beam
and designated hitter Brian Warden.
Ilowever. the Bearcats rallied in the bottom o f the ninth, scoring three runs to overlake the Raiders with a final score o f 7-6.
The loss was especially frustrating since
the Raiders had won their last seven games.
"We played and hit really well." said
senior pitcher Marc Galen. The pitching
was good, but in the end they got the runs and
photo by John Russell won the game."

WANTED
GRAPHICS
ASSISTANT
The Guardian Graphics
Department supervises
ad creation, content, and
layout as well as graphic
content of the paper.

Part Time Teller Positions Available

o

the

thank you
for your

Support
•

rnntpct

.y

o

Contest ends
June 11,1994

Generally, the person i n
this position w i l l assist
the graphics manager in
a variety of these tasks.

Just buy any Pepsi or Ocean Spray
Products from our Vending Machines

If you want experience using
today's leading software and
want to build up your resume,
then this position is for you.

Look for the Red
label on the can.
Take your lucky
can to the WSU
Bookstore to
claim Your P*ize!

Stop by E-1B6-K in the Student
Union to fill out an application.
Revumei and samples a t encouraged
if you WISH to sutxrat samples, please only
submit copies CaS 873 5535 to« info
Pay 'o' this position is I /3 stipend

You could win a
Gift Certificate
for $10, $25 or
$50!

E>?H1

see "Baseball"
continued on paRe 13

National City Bank

ELSPM &.Vending
Services Brings You

™

close game."
The Raiders continued their recent skid
with a tough K-4 loss ai the bats of Xavieron
April 28.
"It was a good game, but we left a lot o f
guys on base. Xavier. on the other hand.

"It was a tough loss." said WSU Head

Freshman pitcher Mikel Innis has t h r o w n his w a y to a 6-2 r e c o r d for WSU.

o

hits out of the park."
Another factor in the loss to the Bearcats
was the relief pitching.
" W e didn't use our main relievers, such
as Scott Huntsman who was having back
problems." said Nischwit/.. "We were trying
to give some other people some work, and I
think we could have won the game i f we had
used the main relievers, but overall it was a

What are YOUR needs?
• Work experience with potential?
• Limited hours to balance academic demands?
• Professional working environment for development?
• Excellent benefits?
We currently have select part-time teller positions available in our
South Dayton offices. These positions orfer a 3 day work week
consisting of a time commitment of 16 to 20 hours per week. These
are regular part time positions, not summer employment.
S o m e of t h e b e n e f i t s w e o f f e r a r e :
•
•
•
•
•

Tuition reimbursement
Life Insurance
Medical and dental options
Free checking account
Opportunity to participate in our 401 (k) savings
and investment plan

Qualifications for a teller position would include a good math aptitude
with prior cashiering experience and a dedication to excellent
customer service. To further investigate opportunities with National
City Bank, please contact our Human Resources Department at
224-6791 or yo" may complete a preliminary information sheet at any
of our branch locations.
.
„ - ,
An Equal Opportunity Employer

I
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Ashley Anderson and the Raiders (4-27-1) are struggling through a long season.

WSU frosh seeing the worst
By MAGGIE HORSTMAN
Associate Writer
The Wright State softball pitching rotation is looking at this season as a learning experience.
Thi s year the Raiders have compiled a record of 4-25-1. much different than what most of the freshmen arc used to.
Three freshmen in particular
have gone through a great adjusting period their first year of collegiate ball.
Ashley Anderson. Jodi Noffke
and Adee Ristas are the main pitchers for WSU. All three are young
and inexperienced freshmen that
figL.ed out Division I is a whole
new ball game compared to high
school.
The freshmen trio have suffered
some tough losses and for them it's
a new beginning.
Like freshmen in high school,
they haven't earned respect as of
yet. so it is hard for them.
It's that way for most of the
team since half of the Raiders are
freshmen.
Anderson. Noffke and Ristas

"Baseball"

From the team s view, the pitchcach come from a different pari of
Ohio, and cach has their own siy Ic. ers brought in a new attitude.
But now. after they have gone
By ihcir teammates views,
they're considered someof the best through most of their first season,
experience will help in the future.
pitchers around.
"They rcali/e the need for more
However, their biggest drawback is inexperience, but it's been movement ton the ball ), and not to
go for the
coming with the
strikeout as
season.
— — — — . ——————
much, like in
The attitudes
4 CTT will not let this season
high school,"
of the pitchers is
X get me down as a player said junior
unique as thev
and I don't think anyone else J u l i e
look at the
Unsinger.
will either... "
games still to
The influ—Ashley Anderson.
come, and their
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
enecs
of the
main concern is
—
team
and
not themselves,
family have helped the pitchers
but the team.
"When out on the mound, a cope with this struggling season.
The togetherness of the team,
pitcher feels like the whole game
depends on them." said Ristas. the pitchers feel, will help in years
to
come.
And in the long run. the
"Though the majority of the game
does revolve around a pitcher's softball team will continue to work
performance, as young as this WSU hard, even if their record doesn't
team is. we are all in it together." show it.
"twill not let this season get me
All the pitchers know what it's
like to be part of the other aspects down as a player and 1 don't think
of the game. Anderson and Noffkc anyone else will either." said
play in the infield and Ristas plays Anderson. "We have a lot of youth
in the outfield when not on the and experienced, older players. We
have our good and bad days."
mound.

next day in order to give his
players some much needed rest.
"We've been trying to save
continued f r o m page 12
ourpitchers. since the last couple
loaded the bases and hit a triple of weeks have been long and
just out of the reach of left fielder hard on them," Nischwitz said.
Aaron
Hampton," said "We are trying to get their arms
Nischwitz. "They got lucky, and back in shape for the big games
that put the game out of reach coming up."
The most important games
for us. I'm confident though,
we can improve and gel back on on the Raiders' schedule will be
this weekend against a Mid-Contrack to win."
The game this past weekend tinent Conference opponent —
against Detroit Mercy was the University of Illinois-Chirained out, and Nischwitz cago.
"There is a real rivalry beelected not to make it up the

tween us and Illinois." said first
baseman Neil Szeryk. "It should
prove to be a good game. Defensively we are doing well and
after some rest the pitching will
improve also.
"The games against Illinois
will be competitive ones and
things will be close in the conference. I still believe we can
remain number one."
The losses drop WSU's
record to 26-16 overall and 11 -6
in the Mid-Con.The Raiders return home May 5 to host the
University of Cincinnati.

* submit letter of intent &

o Budget/Phys. Facilities

resume to Tracey Lucas

o Internal Affairs

• deadline: May 5, 1994 at

1
Public Relations
o Student Relations

5:00 p.m.
* interview: Sunday, May 8

Questions?

Call SG at 873-5509

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under t h e Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from u n d e r with a
three-year enlistment.
Each year you serve
on active duly reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or$l,500, whichever amount is greater,
up to a $55,000 limit
T h e offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default.
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you'll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
Call 236-4811

The Guardian
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Employment

Employment

AA Cruise & Travel
employment guide. Earn big
SSS + travel the world free.
(Caribbean. Europe, Hawaii.
Asia!) Hurry! Busy spring/
summer seasons
approaching. Guaranteed
success! Call (919)929-4398
ext. C367.

HELP WANTED. Students
needed for flight control
research project. Normal
color vision and 20/20
eyesight required (glasses/
contacts ok). You must be
right-handed, a U.S. citizen,
and between 18 and 30 years
of age. We cannot use pilots
or others with flying
experience. For more
information call Judy at 2553432, 7:30am-4:30pm M-F
(answering machine after
hours).

ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT - Earn up to
$8000+ in two months. Room
and board! Transportation!
Male or female. No
experience necessary. Call:
1-206-545-4155 ext. A5570.
INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT - Make up to
$2,000-$4,000+/mo. teaching
basic conversational
English in Japan. Taiwan, or
S. Korea. No teaching
background or Asian
languages required. For info,
call (206)632-1146 ext.
J5570.
Accepting applications for
factory work. Full and parttime positions. Apply in
person. No phone calls. Ali
Industries, Inc., 611 Yellow
Springs-Fairfield Rd.,
Fairborn.
South Dayton Cleaning/
Restoration Company is hiring
for office work and
technicians. Part/full time. Up
scale pay. Training provided,
no experience necessary.
Call 435-2665
Take the Light Rail to
Leadership May 13-15! Learn
Sen/ant Leadership, Empathy,
Empowerment, Trend
Assessment, Appropriate
Programming, Creative
Problem Solving, Using
Resources, Power, Student
Apathy, Healthy Expectations,
Intelligent Risk Taking, SelfEsteem and more! Just $30
($15 for one member of each
non-subsidized student
organization) includes
transportation, lodging, food,
souvenirs, fun, and
knowledge. Scholarships
available! Applications due
May 6. Call 873-5570 or stop
by 186U Student Union for
more information. Learn to
lead with the S.O.L.D. Office.

General
Gay and lesbian students:
Become active in our civil
rights struggle! Receive
information on what action
you can take! Call 1-800-515GAYS(4297) for a recorded
message and leave your
name and/or address and/or
phone number, or write to:
STAND UP FOR YOUR
RIGHTS, P.O. Box 3235,
Dayton, OH 45401-3235.
You can make a difference!

FAIRBORN - Unfurnished
Apartment. 2 bedroom, 1
month security deposit. 1 year
lease, no pets. We furnish
appliances, water and trash
collection. $350 Telephone
299-8111

Home/Rent

Personals

FIRWOOD APARTMENTS:
Now signing summer and fall
leases. 1,2, & 3 bedroom
apts. available; water & heat
paid in most units; swimming
pool, sand volleyball, &
blacktop basketball; friendly
management, great prices!
Call 294-1030 or 258-1927, or
stop by 344-A Firwood Dr.
near Oakwood TODAY!

Looking for someone special?
Why not market yourself...
right here...in The Guardian
Classifieds Personals section.
Describe your best qualities
and what your looking for in a
special person. See the
Classifieds banner above for
rates and information.

Female Roommate needed to
share North Dayton house.
Approx. 12 miles to campus.
Own room. Fenced yard.
Pets allowed. $237 per month
+ 1/2 utilities. Deposit
required. AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY. Call Tammy
at 255-7209 or 274-3848.

Need money for college?
Age, grades, income not
always a factor. Recorded
message gives details. 7541944. Innovative
Telecomputer Services, Inc.
Need help with a paper or
presentation? We can satisfy
your typing, proofreading,
copy editing, page layout, and
graphics. Brown's Graphics
and Publishing 275-1490
C R U I S E

JOBS

]

Students Needed!
Earn up to J2.000t/mo working few
K runo Ships or Land-Tour companion
I World Travel Summer and Full-Time
I employment available No experience
I necessary. For more information call i
|
(2061 634-0468 ent. C5S70

LOST
SALE
A N D FOUND

FRIDAY, MAY 6 t h ,
A T MAY DAZE

't

Qjjiin 3 biSII ntijiii
Lr-e Entertainment,
Drink Specials, Door Prizes,
And Much, Much More

•Kerry Smith Will Be Playing Every
Wednesday Night Throughout the Summer

4

Services

Home/Rent

Hor:
i - beautiful
facility
^ of Dayton, in
West iv.
ull care, large
stalls, WCJU .iced pastures
and sand area. Multiple horse
discount. Paint By Number
Farm. 698-5753

O 4

A

M l 873-5537 for information
Student Rata: $ 2 . 0 0 first 2 5 words
Non-Student Rata: $ 5 . 0 0 first 25 words
$ 1 . 0 0 a a c h a d d i t i o n a l 2 5 words

(Weather Permitting)

4

\,y

280G Presidential Dr., Fairborn, Ohio
(Across the Street from WSU)
426-7800

The Psychology Club a n d PSI CHI
w i l l c o n d u c t a sale o f lost a n d
f o u n d articles o n Friday May 6 t h at
t h e May Daze e v e n t scheduled t o
take place in t h e lot 7 p a r k i n g lot
near t h e w a t e r t o w e r . All items
h a v e been h e l d f o r 9 0 days a n d
w i l l be priced for direct sale. All
proceeds f r o m t h e sale w i l l benefit
t h e clubs, /til articles 9 0 days o l d
w i l l be d o n a t e d or disposed of.
If y o u h a v e lost an item, please
check w i t h t h e office of Parking
Services, 0 1 7 D u n b a r Library,
873-21 52 by 4 : 3 0 p m , W e d n e s d a y
May 4 t h , 1994.

THE OFFICE OF PARKING SERVICES

I

W e d n e s d a y . M a y 4 . 1994
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G u a r d i a n Comics & Games c o n t a i n s w o r k s
f r o m K i n g Features W e e k l y Service a n d Mark
Parlsl.
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THURSDAY
MAY 5TH
thru
MAY 19TH

FRIDAY

•METAL MADNESS'

NO ONE C A P E S
& SPECIAL GIFT

We are

EURAIL

HEADQUARTERS
in Dayton
Eurail tickets can be issued
immediately
MAIN OfFICE:
SOUtHTOWN
NOfiTHWtST
MIDDU10WN
AIISOSI
mwMWnisw, i j o o a c m x a n K i ' M m w n n i i v i o m M o i K i w » n i i n a i n i
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OtaoUOOS vmooto OnoliJ'I
SIS/232-1230
5I3/4U-0I*
SlJ/2H-«2»>
SIJ/«4I2I>
IlimMI

REWARD
Th« satisfaction of knowing
you've brought government
waste to your fellow
taxpayer's attention
Remember the $600 toilet
seats t h e g o v e r n m e n t w a s
b u y i n g 1 0 years ago7 T h e
G u a r d i a n is l o o k i n g f o r WSU
waste. A future three part
s t o r y w i l l focus o n
unnecessary e x p e n d i t u r e s
a r o u n d c a m p u s ... a n d o u r
ideas f o r e l i m i n a t i n g w a s t e .
W'Vd l i k e y o u r help. Call us a t
S 7 3 - 5 5 3 5 o r f a x us y o u r
stories a t S 7 3 - 5 5 3 6 .

I
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WSU offers skin
cancer screening

M

Dermatology
Department hopes
to increase student
awareness

such

By G I N A V. G O M E Z
Special W r i t e r

<Mve*tteitce

La Tracia Martin, Freshman

tones.
In an effort to increase public
awareness of skin cancer Wright
State's department o f dermatology
w i l l offer free screenings to all
students, faculty and staff at several on- and off-campus sites.
Dermatology Department chair
Tehming Liang said skin cancer
screening is one o f many projects
coordinated through the A A D .
According to The Skin Cancer
Foundation skin cancer is the most
common of all forms of cancer
with over 500,000 (the A A D reports up to 1.2 million) new cases
diagnosed each year in the United
States. Exposure to the sun causes
at least 90 percent of these cases,
Liang said exposure to the sun
has both an acute and a more serious cumulative effect.
The acute effect is sunburn, including redness, a burning sensation and peeling of the skin. Sunburn can lead to agin;' of the skin
and increased development o f
wrinkles.
The cumulative effect is an
increased incidence of skin cancer.
"There are epidemiological
studies that find that the cancer
development is not sudden. UV
(ultraviolet light, a component of
sunlight) causes a change in the
D N A (of skin cells)." Liang said.
" I f you do enough damage... Multiple changes eventually make cells
grow abnormally and become can-

Wright State University
Dayton, Ohio 45435

cer."
According to the A A D there
are three types of skin cancer:
• Basal cell carcinomas and
squamous cell carcinomas are usu-

£ £ Instead of commuting hack and forth to Dayton with my son, I'm
able to live in The Village, take him to the Mini University for preschool,
and then go right to my job after classes. Living in The Village has made
going to college really convenient and much easier for me because I can
spend more time with my son while I study. ^ ^

For more information about
The Village or traditional
housing, contact the Office of
Residence Services at 873-4172.

"The skin cancer epidcmic is
real."
Thai was the word from the
American Academy o f Dermatology on April 12.
The A A D announced if current
irends continue one in three Caucasian children w i l l develop basal
cell carcinoma and about one in
nine w i l l develop squamous cell
carcinoma at sometime in their life.
The two types of cancer arc
very rare in people with dark skin

Where to go
for skin
cancer
screening
Student Health Services
(067 Allyn Hall)
May 11 from 1 p.m. to 4
p.m.
Frederick A. White Health
Center
May 14 from 1 to 5 p.m.
Off-campus
• Sycamore Hospital
May 11 and May 13 from
9.00 a.m. to noon
• St. Elizabeth Medical
Center
May 11 and May 13 from 1
to 4:30 p.m.
• Grandview Hospital
Outpatient Clinic
May 13 from 8:30 a m. to
11:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. to
4:30 p.m.
• Miami Valley Hospital
Medical/Surgical Health
Center
May 13 from 8:30-11:30

Screenings at Student
Health Services will be on
a walk-in basis.
Appointments are required
for all other sites; call the
American Cancer Society
at 223-8521

ally found on sun-exposed areas o f
the body such as the face, neck,
ears and hands. These can appear
as reddish bumps that may become
scaly or crusty.
While the cure rate for theses
cancers is high, unchecked tumors
can grow deep into the skin and be
disfiguring.
• Malignant melanoma is a more
frequently fatal type of cancer that
begins in the pigment cells o f the
skin. Itcan appear anywhere on the
skin but may also begin in or near
mole-, or other dark spots.
Liang agrees with the A A D in
emphasizing all types of skin cancer have high cure rates when
caught early.
In many cases cancers can be
prevented by staying out o f the sun
(especially during the peak hours
o f 10a.m. to 3 p.m.). wearing clothing that covers well and using a
sunscreen with a sun protection
factor (SPF) of 15 or higher.
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Spring Quarter

Student Lobby Day

Changes at WSU

Many of you have heard about House Bill 601
that would give student trustees the right to vote
and be present in executive session. This would
give students a voice at the highest level of the
university, allowing for a much greater degree of
university accountability to its students. Unfortunately, this bill has hit a snag in the House Education Committee
and it will take a
push to get it
moving
again.
To help support
the bill, write to
the chair of the
Education
Committed:
The Honorable Ron Gerberry
Ohio House of Representatives
77 South High Street
Columbus, OH 43266-0603

Student government has been very involved in
the selection of Dr. Harley Flack, our new university President Student government has also maintained a high level of involvement on the
restructuring of the governance process at Wright
State. This is to ensure that WSU's students have
representation and their voice is heard throughout
all processes that will ultimately affect you while
attending school here. Student Government has
tried to make sure that every office, faculty member, and staff member realize and maintain a high
level ofstudent-centeredness

Senate Bill 52 is also being pushed currently.
This allows individuals to check oft' a box on their
tax forms to set money aside for a scholarship
form. Other funds, such as the wildlife,fund,
have raised over $1 million annually through this
method.
The annual cost of living increases about 3%
per year, yet tuition increases continue to reach the
5% cap annually. This difference should be funded
by increased state monies and the lowering of the
tuition increase caps This will not happen, however, until students become more involved in legislative issues For more info on how to become
active in setting the laws you must abide by, call
Toby at 873-5508 or 873-6930 .Toby pinkemm

CIHIALLEINI^E
As the year winds down, I feel that it's time to
look at the future and offer a challenge to the student body for the 94-95 academic year. There'll be
a great many changes at WSU. New people bring
in new ideas The challenge is to embrace a different way of viewing WSU while maintaining student traditions. 1 hope that with the new Student
Union,
students
will come together
and provide the
university with a
stronger picture of
community. I hope
that any alumni
from the 1990's will
see that traditions
were both maintained and started in the years they attended WSU.
David Kirkhart

Call Student Government anytime at 875-5508 or 873-5509. We re in 186 Student Union!

College Hews
Nursing
Welcome to all the students
entering the nursing program this
quarter! There is a lot going on
this Spring including graduation
for the class of 1994 in June. All
nursing students should stop by
the SMART office where Patty
Betz will be available to discuss
Student Government concerns on
Wednesdays, 9-12 noon
WSSNA is having a food drive,
so let'sfillthe box outside 401
Allyn! Please remember to vote
for your peers in the SG elections
on May 2,3, & 4th! Psit> iietz

School of Professional
Psychology
)

WHAT'S GOONGON?

J

Being brief and to the point is
important, especially if you want
to be remembered This Spring,
there are 3 important things to
remember:
•Wed, May 11,3:30 p.m, 072
Rike, retired NCR CEO Glbert
Williamson will speak to COBA
(arrive early to get a seat)
• COBA Outstanding Teaching
Award - vote April 18-22
• The new Rike Business
Council Club Room in 272 Rike
has info about opportunities in
your major! EricJotmson

j

SflHOOL OF MEDXGDtE

• Spring Quarter has arrived and
1 st & 2nd year students will be
completing their classes while 3rd
& 4th year studentsfinishclinical
rotations
•Med School Student Council
(MSSC) held the Spring Talent

Spring is a good time for taking
care of yourself Get outside,
ventilate some of that Winter
stress. Get involved in anything
that you value- sports, exercise,
schoohvork, music, dancing,
cleaning, movies, food, whatever! Show in April.
SOPP is looking for a new dean
• 2nd year students take Part I of
the National Medical Boards in
and interviews/student selections
justfinishedfor the class of 1998. June
Contact me at SG, 873-5508,
• Fourth year students had their
about professional psychology or residency Match Day in March.
for info about the SOPP program, • MSSC meets the 1st Sunday
call the admissions office at
each month at 7:00 p.m. in the
8 7 3 - 3 4 9 2 . Audrey Smith
Med Student Lounge, wuiie Wong

Spring isfinallyarriving! The
meetings this quarter for the
CEHS Council are Mondays at
4:15 p.m. in 344 Millet
beginning April 18th, 1994.
Please come and join us and
inform us of any ideas that you
may have to make our college the
best it can be We will be getting
our CEHS T-shirts this quarter. I
also want to give a special
THANKS to Dr. Sam Harris &
Chris Murphy for all of their
support for our council! Contact
me in the SG office at 873-5508!
Jennifer Jones

College of L*il>eral Arts

J

Over the next few years, the
College of Liberal Arts will be
faccd with a number of important
issues. It is the SG rep's job to
present student opinions - not
only at SG meetings, but at
Faculty Senate, College Chairs,
and Committee meetings.
However, one person cannot
possibly know the opinions of
2,000 students. The rep must rely
on a Liberal Arts Council to
discuss & vote on issues. If you
think you might be interested in
the Council, leave a message for
me in the SG office, or call
873-5508. KiiMen McCaw

Etc
Student Survey

8

Student Government has developed a student survey to gain
more insight on student's concerns and ideas. It is our hope to
get a more effective mode of student communication— by way of
our survey. Copies of the survey
are randomly placed in student's
Investment C ass
Allyn Hall mailboxes this Spring.
If you remember, SG was
If you find one, fill it out and
promoting the idea of a student
drop it in a Student Voice box
managed scholarship fund. With
located in Allyn Hall Lounge,
the continuing support of the Fiand the University Center.
The survey covers the impact nance Department and the Uniof communication, library usage, versity Foundation, Student
Government is proud to anGen-Eds, the Disability Services
nounce the creation of the Stu grant, faculty evaluations, the
Presidential Search, the ombuds- dent Government Scholarship 1
Fund and an Investment Class
man, Student Government, and
The Investment class is conother issues.
ducted through the Finance DeThis is another chance for
partment and allows students to
manage an investment portfolio
with actual funds The proceeds,
or earnings on the portfolio, will
be used to fund annual scholarYour voice
ships. Sounds great, doesn't it9
counts! Fill
Students in the class will gain
out your
STUDENT
real life, hands on experience in
SURVEY!
managing a portfolio At the
same time, they'll be helping
other students by creating scholyour voice to be heard. If
arship money. The first scholarenough interest is generated
through your comments, you will ship will be awarded next year.If
you're interested in the fund mansee results!
agement class,
Please feel free to write any
look for applicacomments about how you feel
tion dates in the
the university can be improved.
Fall '94 schedI We want to know what you
ule Greg Ulrich
I

t h i n k ! Andrea Koclsch

Shuttle Bus Study
Group
Residential students at WSU
expressed concern over icecovered roads and pathways, so I
met with the Office of Student
Affairs in search of solutions.
One idea involved the expansion
of the University Shuttle Bus
Service. A Shuttle Bus Study
Group was formed to investigate
the need for and impact of a

change in the current shuttle bus
routes. The Study Group will
look at expansion of.service to
residential areas, adding an additional route and altering the
current shuttle route as changes
occur in the university. The
Study group is currently on a
fact-finding mission, examining
the cost of changes and observing models at other universities.
This group depends on you
and your desire to see change
In the coming weeks, please contact me with your ideas, comments, and concerns on this
issue. If you'd like to be on this
committee, let me know at
873-5508. THANKS!!!!
Nicolc McDonald

Cabinet Positions Open!
Student government is appointing Cabinet Members
for next year This is your opportunity to get involved! If you notice something you don't like, stop
complaining and join Student Government. Believe
it or not, you CAN make a difference!
•The following paid positions are available for
1994-1995:
y Director of Academics
y Director of Budget & Physical Facilities
7 Director of Internal Affairs
7 Director of Public Relations
•J Director of Student Relations
7 Director of Student Services
If you'd like to be a member of Student Government,
you can apply by submitting a resume and cover letter addressed to Tracey Lucas in the SG office.
Deadline: May 4, 1994 at 5:00 p.m. Questions?
Call 873-5508 to find out more about each position
and talk to current SG members or attend an SG
meeting. Marcclla Harshbaigcr

High School Mentoring Program
SG hosted a Highschool Mentoring Program in
April. Highschool students learned about Wright
State and SG. Pre-college programs conducted a
leadership seminar that highlighted the transition to college from highschool.
I will also be speaking at the
Student Foundation High
School Leadership Day on
April 30. Those highschool
students will learn about the
structure of Student Government at Wright State. If
you would like more information about either of
these programs, call me at the SG office. Tracey Lucas

Inaugural Ceremonies
Beginning October 5, 1994, four days of special
events will take place to acknowledge the outstanding achievements of students, faculty, staff, alumni,
and the community; to commemorate Wright State's
fourth University President. Plans for the Inaugural
Ceremonies and the 30th Anniversary Celebration are
currently underway.
nr
Flack is sponsoring a studenl
LOCO CONTEST |g contest to create a
— B design symbol for
the ceremonies A SI00 prize will be awarded to the
student or students winning the design. The design
should symbolize and incorporate the following:
° Theme "Our Family & Our Community"
° Dr. Flack as 4th University President
o University's 30th Anniversary
° University Metropolitan Mission
Submit your entry in black &
white. Attach your name, address, phone #, and short explanation of your logo to the entry.
Deadline: Monday, May 2,
1994 by 5:00 p.m. to the Office of Public Relations
in 231 Allyn Hall. Questions?? Call 873-3232. sue seats

How can YOU contact
Student Government?

873-5509
(we have an answering machine)

WHERE IS STUDENT GOVERNMENT,
ANYWAY???
We are in 186 ABC&D OF THE STUDENT UNION
which is through the double doors past the new
WSU bookstore in the Student Union. Just follow
the "bookstore feet."

the Student Report

Citibank offers more value to students.
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WORLDWIDE
ACCEPTANCE

• (ireat Benefits • No Annual Fee • 15.4% APR*
Apply Sera:! It takes only 2 minutes—ami no co-signer.
CHOOSE ONE: Q
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Citibank offers more value to students.

Here are just some of the reasons why students ehoose the
Citibank Classic MasterCard* and Visa* more than any other.

>S. Increasing Credit Line As your financial needs
grow, you can qualify for a larger credit line

1. No Annual Fee. Low APR Get the Citibank Classic card
with no annual fee and a variable interest rate of 15.4%."

'>. Instant < iasli (let cash from over 143,000 ATMs <>i
at over 21S.000 financial institutions.

2. Travel Savings 820 off domesticflights—anyairline, any
seat, any time you fly.00

10. No Co-Signer or Minimum Income Required
All you need is a photocopy of your current validated
student ID. We make it easy for you to apply.

5

.V I lie l-osf Wallet " Service can replace your card, usually
within 24 hours if it's ever lost or stolen.'
4. 24-llour Customer Service Citibank is at your service
24 hours a day. 365 days a year. If you need help, just call our
Customer Service Representatives toll-free and you'll get the
answers you need.
5. Worldwide Acceptance Use your Citibank card at over
10.6 million establishments worldwide.
(t. Citibank Price Protection (Jet the best price on virtually
everything you buy with your Citibank card."
' • Photoeard Feature Citibank can place your photo on
your card for added security and proof of identification.'
* Please see credit terms tor further information
* * Discounts/rebates prowled by ISE ffcghts for tickets issued by them Oomesbc itlvt rebate sutject to
a minimum bcket pr<ce of $150 Offer subted to change
T Detail proved *hen you become a caf3m*mber
f f Certain conditions and e»cfusi0ns apply Oetaiis provided when you become a caramemper

Disclosure Bo«

Apply today. See why more students
ehoose the Citibank Classic card.

